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ABSTRACT: Many complex nonlinear systems have the
characteristics such as difficult modeling, dangerous
testing, and high cost to experiment with fault. Aim at
these points, a new kind of novelty estimation method
based on an on-line Least Square Support Vector
Regression (LS-SVR) algorithm is presented for fault
prediction of nonlinear system in this paper. Firstly, a set
of characteristic token values, which represent normal
state of time series at the beginning, are selected as the
training data to establish the on-line LS-SVR model. Then,
the output values of the on-line model are analyzed to
estimate novel pattern. Once the novel pattern is affirmed,
the fault of system is forecasted immediately. The
proposed method needs neither the math model of system
nor the fault training data and primary knowledge, and it
is believed with good real-time capability. The results of
simulation on Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR)
show the efficiency.
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1. Introduction

Fault detection and diagnosis has been a new research

direction since 1970s, and becomes one of the hotspots
in information and control theory presently. With the further
requirements of system reliability and security, people
expect that they can get the failure information before the
fault damage the system. As a result, the fault prediction
was put forward.

Fault prediction is the special area that combines fault
detection with event forecast [1]. Now little progress has
been made in fault prediction and there are only two main
categories in this field. One of the common approaches
is to use model-based methods [2-4] for prediction and
detection. This requires modeling of the system, filtering
the measure data, and estimation of the future state. The
basic idea is detect the fault based on the prediction output
of the model, and make a decision about the future state
of system. As a premise, the system model must be
known and accurate for these methods to be highly
effective. Unfortunately, the nonlinearity and uncertainty
widely exist in the system model. For some complex
nonlinear system, the model even cannot be obtained.
Those can easily degrade the estimation output and cause
either missed detections or false alarms. As another kind
of common approaches, qualitative approaches [5-9] such
as neural networks, wavelet technique, and rough set that
do not require system models, has elicited considerable
research interests in the last 10 years. These methods
can avoid the dependence on the model of system, so
that they have robustness, adaptation, self-study and
disposal of complex nonlinearity which enable the methods
more widely applied than the model-based methods.
However, it is worth to mention that these methods need
fault training data or prior knowledge. For example, the
neural networks need many data of all kinds of faults and
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its performance is limited by the number and distributed
situation of the chosen sample. For many complex
engineering systems, whose acquisition of fault data
generally is at the cost of equipment damage and loss of
economy, it’s unpractical to fully obtain the fault training
data or prior knowledge. Even though the training data of
the fault can be gained, the obtained training data will
gradually be out of use because of time-variance and
uncertainty of the actual system. So the knowledge-based
method probably brings about bigger false-positive and
false-negative error, which result in the degradation of
prediction performance even without any use.

Time series data mining (TSDM) method [10-11] proposed
in recent years combines time series analysis and data
mining. The method predicts when events will happen
through identifying temporal pattern in time series, which
can predict the defined events directly by the past and
current state without estimating the future state. So it is
a new way for nonlinear time series prediction. Su et al.
[12] applied one-class Support Vector Machine (SVM) to
TSDM, and defined fault as the event in nonlinear time
series to realize the fault prediction of CSTR only with
data of normal condition. But the training of SVM must
solve the problem of convex quadratic programming.
Although the obtained solution is an optimal one, the more
the sample data is, the slower computing speed will be
and the bigger spaces it takes because the complexity of
the algorithm mainly relies on the number of the sample
data.

In this paper, Least Square Support Vector Regression
(LS-SVR) is adopted to replace SVM, and an online LS-
SVR algorithm is proposed. Based on this algorithm, we
devise a real-time novelty estimation method without needs
of any novel training data or the prior knowledge. The online
estimation method is then extended to be a real-time fault
prediction approach of nonlinear time series. As a result,
the experiment of online fault prediction for CSTR is fulfilled
under the circumstances of only the normal operating data
of system. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 provides the problem formulation of fault
prediction for nonlinear time series. Section 3 presents
an online LS-SVR algorithm. Based on the online
algorithm, an online novelty estimation method of nonlinear
time series is constructed in section 4. Furthermore, the
novelty estimation method is extended to be an online
fault prediction approach of nonlinear system. In section
5, a simulation example is provided to demonstrate the
detailed implementation procedures and the effectiveness
of the proposed approach. Finally, conclusions are given
in section 6.

2. Problem Formulation

Consider a fault prediction problem as follows.

For a non-linear system whose mathematics model is
unknown, suppose that the system work in normal state
at the beginning and the time series sample data x

t 
, t =

1, 2,..., N since the system starts to run is given. Now
we’re required to judge whether the fault will happen in
the future. In terms of TSDM, the question above is namely
the novel pattern identification problem of the time series
as follows:

Let the time series data of system output x
t
 ∈ R L, t = 1,

2,..., N, and X
t
 is a m . L dimensions column vector obtained

at time t, where X
t
 = { x

t − (m  − 1)
, ... x

t − 2
, x

t − 1
, x

t
T T T T}T.

ents the state at the current time. It is assumed that sys-
tem is normal until the time N and state variable X

t
 (t = m,

m + 1, ... N) are known, we want to judge whether the state
variable X

t
 (t = N + 1) belongs to the novel pattern or not.

3. Online LS-SVR Algorithm

For a given training data sets (x
i
, y

i
), i = 1, ..., l, x

i
 ∈ Rn, y

i
 ∈

R, a non-linear mapping ϕ (•) is used to map the data sets
from an input space to a high dimension feature space,
which converts the non-linear question in the input space
into linear one in the high dimension space. In this high
dimension space the linear function is so constructed as
follows:

X
t  
pres-

y(x) = wT φ (x) + b

Due to the structure risk minimization fundamental,
consider the function complexity and fitting error
synthetically. The problem of regression can be
represented as one of restriction optimization:

min J (w, e) =
1
2

wT w +
1
2

γ e
i∑

i = 1

l
2

s.t. : y
i
 = wTφ (x

i
 ) + b + e

i 
,
 
i = 1, 2, ... l⎩

⎧
⎨

Where, γ is regularization parameter while ie is error

variable.

Generally, it’s extremely difficult to compute the equation
(2) directly since w may be of infinite dimensions.
Therefore, this optimization problem is converted into its
antithesis spaces. Define Lagrange function:

L(w, b, e, a) = J(w, e) −∑
i = 1

l

a
i
 {wT φ (x

i
 ) + b + e

i
 − y

i 
}

a
i 
is the Lagrange coefficient. Based on Karush-Kuhn-

Tucker (KKT) optimization condition, a linear equation
group below can be gained by expurgating w, e.

⎣
⎡ 0   el T

el Q + I / γ ⎦
⎤

⎣
⎡b
a⎦

⎤ = ⎣
⎡0
y ⎦

⎤

Where,

y = [y
1
, ..., y

l
]T, el = [1, ..., l]T, a = [a

1
, ..., a

l
]T, Q

ij
 = ϕ(x

i
). ϕ(x

j
), i,

j = 1,..., l. The Mercer condition is applied in variable Q,
consequentlyQ

ij
 = ϕ (x

i
). ϕ (x

j
) = K (x

i 
, x

j
), i, j = 1,..., l.

K (x
i 
, x

j
) is kernel function. Usually Gaussian radial basis

     (1)

w, b, e      (2)
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     (4)
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function (RBF) K (x
i 
, x

j
) = exp (− || x

i
 − x

j
||2 / 2σ 2) is selected.

Ultimately the LS-SVR model is obtained as follows:

y (x) = a
i 
K (x, x

i
) + b∑

i = 1

l

For the online learning of LS-SVR, suppose the sample
(x

i
, y

i
), i = k, ..., k + l − 1, x

i
 ∈ Rn, y

i
 ∈ R at the moment k + l.

The learning sample sets can be represented as {X
S 
(k),

Y
S 
(k)}, Where, X

s
(k) = [x

k
, x

k +1
,..., x

k + l −1
]T, Y

s
(k) = [y

k
, y

k +1
,...,

y
k + l −1

]T x
k 
∈ Rn, y

k 
∈ R. So the kernel function matrix Q, the

to-be-computed Lagrange coefficient a and constant warp
b are all functions of k. That is to say at the moment k,
they can be denoted separately as Q

ij 
(k ) = K (x

i
 
+ k − 1

, x
j +

k −1
), i, j = 1, ..., l, a(k) = [a

k
, a

k
 
+ 1

, ..., a
k+ l −1

]T, b(k) = b
k
, so

formulation (5) is transformed to be equation (6).

y (x) = a
i 
K (x, x

i
) + b (k)∑

i = k

k + l − 1

Let U(k) = Q (k) + I / γ, where I is an unit matrix, then
equation (4) is come into equation (7).

⎣
⎡ 0   elT

el U(k)⎦
⎤

⎣
⎡b(k)
a(k)⎦
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⎡0
y(k)⎦

⎤

Let P(k) = U (k)−1, h (k) = K (x
k
, x

k 
) + 1 / γ, H (k) = [K (x

k + 1
, x

k
)

+ 1 / γ ,..., K (x
k+l−1

, x
k 
)]T, then

P (k) = [Q (k) + 1 / γ ]−1 = ⎣
⎡h (k) H (k)T

H (k) D (k) ⎦
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−1
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(k) S
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Where, c
h
(k) = 1 / (h (k) − H (k)T D (k)−1 H (k)),

D (k) =
K (x

k + 1
, x

k + 1
) + 1 / γ   ... K (x
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, x
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, x
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⎡
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s
h
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Put equation (8) into equation (7), then

a(k) = P(k) Y (k) −
elelTP(k) Y

S
(k)

elTP(k)el ⎦
⎤

⎣
⎡ P(k) − Y

S
(k) elb(k))
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At the moment k + l + 1, a new sample (x
k +1

, y
k +1

) is added
and the oldest one (x

k 
, y

k 
) is forgotten, and the kernel

matrix

Q
ij
 (k + 1) = K (x

 i + k 
, x

j+k
), i, j = 1, ..., l

P (k + 1) = U (k + 1)−1 = [Q (k + 1)+ 1 / γ ]−1

To sum up, online learning LS-SVR is a optimization
process along with time rolling, whose algorithm
summarized as below.

Step 1: Initialization, k = 1;

Step 2: Select new data, while throw away the oldest
ones;

Step 3: Compute kernel matrix Q(k) and P(k);

Step 4: Compute b(k), a(k) and predict y(x
k + l

);

Step 5: k ← k+1, return  to step 2.

4. Online Fault Prediction Using Time Series  Novelty
Estimation

4.1 LS-SVR Based Online Novelty Estimation
In this paper, we firstly set a group of characteristic token
values as the normal regression ones in which system
runs at the beginning and then establish an online LS-
SVR model. Then the novel pattern is estimated by
comparing the output value of LS-SVR.

Let the initial sample time sequence of the system be X
(t) = {x

t
 ∈ R, t = 1, 2, ..., N}. The novel patterns are considered

as the state vectors which are represented by time series
data in the past and current time. So the phase space
reconstruction of the initial sample sequences X(t) is
required. The primary time sequences are then embedded
into state space Q, Q ⊆ R, as a result the m time sequences
data at current time t correspond to state vector X

t
 = {x

t
 −

(m−1)
, ..., x

t−1
, x

t
 }T in the reconstruction phase space.

Accordingly, the primary time sequencesare converted
into the vector sets T

m
(l), T

m
(l) = {X

t
, t = m, m + 1, ... N}, l = N

− m + 1  When the system is running, new sample data are
gained continuously and vector sets are T

m
(l) updated

together.

Suppose a group of initial regression values, which
represent the normal system characteristics, Y = {y

i
} = {β

ξ
i
}, i = 1, ..., l. Where,{ξ

i
}are a group of random numbers

whose average is 0 and variance is 1. And β is a parameter
to regulate the range of normal regression value. Usually
y

i
 approaches to 0. Regarding (X

t 
, y

i
) as training sample

(x
i
, y

i
), i = k, ..., k + l − 1, t = i + m − 1, x

i 
∈ Rm.L, y

i
 ∈ R, k ∈ Z+, the

LS-SVR online estimation model can be established.

Analyzing the regression value of LS-SVR output, we con-
sider X

k + l
 as temporal state currently while there are n

continuous regression values whose norm || y (x
k + l 

) || > θβ,
where θ is a adjustment parameter. When θ increases,
the temporal state false-positive error of system will de-
crease, and its false-negative error will rise. On the con-
trary, when θ decreases the former increases while the
latter rises. The performance of the method can be ad-
justed through modulating parameter θ according to ac-
tual system.

4.2 Online Fault Prediction
For a general system, there always exists a time delay
∆T from discovering the fault temporal state to the time
when the failure happens. If ∆T is much bigger than the
sample time of a group of samples, there will be enough
time to predict the fault. Therefore, to discover the novel

T

T T

     (5)

     (6)

     (7)

     (8)

     (9)

     (10)
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Figure 1. The operating curve when the CSTR feed velocity fault happens with noise

Figure 2. Online estimation results of T

state in time is just the same as predicting the system
failures.

5. Application Example

The Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR) [3] is

 considered as a research object in the paper. Suppose
that the initial reaction concentration C

A
 of the reactor

tank is 0.2 mol / L, the reaction temperature T is 400K, the
flow velocity of feed q is 100L / min. It’s known that the
CSTR work in normal state at the beginning, and the
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then added to the system model, so the CSTR operating
curve can be gained which is depicted in Figure 1.

s −100
80

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠
. The noise mentioned in literature [3] is

In the simulation experiment, we select the reaction
temperature as the evidence which earliest reports whether
the system fault happens. Experiment parameters are set
as follows: the initial sample number N = 55, the imbedded
dimension number m = 8, the threshold upper limit of
temporal state regression values θβ = 0.057, n = 10,
parameter γ  = 10 and the kernel function K(x, x

i
) = exp

sample cycle of system is 0.2 min. In order to guarantee
the normal operation of the reaction process, we monitor
the reaction concentration C

A
 and the reaction temperature

online. When they fluctuate on the range of threshold, the
system can be considered normal, otherwise they exceed
the system is believed to be broken-down. Let the
concentration threshold be 0.88 * C

A
, C

A
 = 0.2 and the

temporal threshold be 0.98 * T
d 
, T

d
 = 446K. From the step

S = 1000 set a system fault, namely the flow velocity of
feed q declines following the exponent curve

False-
positive
error (%)

False-
negative
error (%)

The average
advance time
of prediction

(min)

The average
deviation of
time predic-
tion (min)

2.05               0.40                7.2                      0

Table 1. The Prediction Performance Using
the Proposed Method

From the results above, the efficiency of the proposed
method is not affected by noise; meanwhile the accuracy
of prediction is less influenced with noise. So it can pre-
dict the fault of CSTR feed in real-time with satisfactory
prediction performance.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, an online fault prediction method has been
proposed based on time series novelty estimation. The
method can predict the fault of nonlinear system accurately
without any fault data or prior knowledge. And it can study
and predict with fewer amounts of calculation while system
is running. So, it is reliable with good real-time capability
and can be served as a new approach to predict faults in
other complex nonlinear systems.

The purpose of the paper is to supply an effective approach
for fault prediction of some actual systems with complex
nonlinearity. How to utilize the existing information to
estimate the approximate time when fault will happen is
still the problems that need study in the future.
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